
 

 

 

By far, the most expensive and most 

enormous model in terms of dimension, we 

have come across on the topic of "ribbon 

loudspeakers", even in the listening room 

there's no getting around it. Piega's partial 

return to its roots – which were planted 

around 30 years ago with models such as the 

"Arlecchino" or the "Elektra" –, namely 

wooden casing instead of the more compact, 

but also more expensive aluminium casing, 

doubtlessly looks very impressive:  the 

Swiss company resented always being 

known as the ones with the small but 

expensive loudspeakers. So, chief developer 

Kurt Scheuch decided for once not to invest 

a great deal of effort in developing the most 

compact casing, but to use the advantages of 

large volume for his newest creations:  

therefore, in contrast to their aluminium 

siblings, there are no MOM bass drivers 

optimised for smaller volumes, rather two 

26-cm long-stroke basses, which are 

supported by a bass reflex opening. 

 

Coaxial ribbon unchanged 

Due to the large membrane area and the 

powerful volume of the 80.2, the 

loudspeakers should be able to achieve 

significantly higher level reserves than their 

aluminium reinforced colleagues. The Swiss 

company, which has also been much praised 

for their stylish design, decided on a C 

shaped body, which looks elegant due to its 

sloping cover plate and the nappa leather 

cover, and makes life difficult for standing 

waves inside the loudspeaker. The Lake 

Zurich based manufacturer wants to ensure 

their loudspeakers are resonance free with 

elaborate inner struts and wall thicknesses 

up to 25 millimetres. 

 

H I F I  E X C L U S I V E  S P E A K E R  

… nothing can replace it … 
Piega Classic 80.2 is doubtless amongst the large volume calibres of 

the loud speaker market 

This is what the large coaxial ribbon looks like from behind.  

The tweeter is sealed in a separate chamber 




